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  - You will be pulled into different research meetings and committees.
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**Target:** How to make the paper suitable for rejection.
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- Your manuscript should look like a grocery list.
- Give forty different theorems.
- Define fifty different variable names and use them in random order.
- Create forty sections in a ten page report.
- The whole of the paper should be a single enumerated list - no other structure.
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**Trivial Vs Complex**

- Prove trivial results/Explain trivial behaviour in exhaustive details.
- If the details obscure the line or reasoning - so be it.
- One successful way: Use at least two footnotes in every sentence to explain trivia.
- Assert difficult proofs.
- Tell the reviewer - if he/she cannot not derive the difficult proofs - they should not be reviewing it in the first place.
- Never support your conclusion with relevant facts.

*Mantra: State the obvious, skip the complex bit*
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- Use photoshop/gimp to brush some blurry edges in image restoration results.

- Try to lift paragraphs of text from different papers. If diff cannot say it matches, then it is not plagiarism.
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  - In this paper \texttt{max} is used to represent the \textit{minimum} element.
  - We use \texttt{func}_1 and \texttt{func}_2 to refer to \textit{variables} and \texttt{var}_1 \texttt{var}_2 to refer to \textit{functions}.
- Let no two consecutive sentences have any relation between them.
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- Don’t waste time to run a spell check.
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  - The boy or his friends runs every day.

- Play safe, put a comma after every word.
  - My, name, is, Bond, James, Bond.

- Randomly replace a comma with ‘!’ and ’?’
  - My! name, is, Bond? James? Bond!

- Be liberal in your usage of indefinite pronouns - somebody, someone, something.

- Parallal structure + infinite referrant
  - We present our results for HP, Sun and Intel architectures. It had a large L2 cache.
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- Submit the same paper to multiple conferences / journals at the same time.
- Keep the content (including the title) same.
- Outside story: At least one of the venues will accept the paper!
- Actual advantage: Both will be rejected!

Pipelined execution

- Submit incremental papers to same/different venues.
- Change the title (different title ⇔ different paper).
- At least 89% overlap.
- Outside story: With 2x content, I can get 10x papers! (If you are ready to forego the representation: 2 = 10!)
- Actual advantage: majority will be rejected!
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Fate
- Even after adopting all these strategies, if it get accepted - don’t despair.
- Don’t take it personally.
- PC has certain quotas to fill!
- Some papers must be accepted regardless of merit.
- Your friends will understand and not hold it against you.

Don’t let it happen too often!
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